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Abstract: A wide assortment of frameworks requires solid individual acknowledgment plans to either confirm or determine the identity of 

an individual requesting their services. The purpose of such plans is to guarantee that the rendered administrations are gotten to just by a 

true blue client and nobody else. 

This project proposes a multilayer security system which can be used in Bank Lockers, Nuclear Labs, parliament assembly, government 

and private offices, high sensitive and confidential areas etc. to prevent thefts, terrorism or unauthorized activities.  

Multilayer security gave by the mix of three securities which depends on the succession of (I) RFID (II) password and fingerprint scan 

consecutively  (III) Iris scan to prevent unauthorized activities and construct highly efficient security system.  

 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

     Now day’s security of assets is the main concern for any person. This project aims at providing a reliable security system. It provides a 

way for identifying authorized and unauthorized persons, by using RFID, keypad password and fingerprint technology. 

Presently day's security of benefits is the fundamental concern forany individual. This venture goes for giving a dependable security 

framework. It gives an approach to recognizing approved and unapproved people, by utilizing RFID, keypad secret key and unique mark 

innovation.  

     The fundamental commitment of this venture is to give a multi organize security so that obscure individual won't have the capacity to 

break the security. In Conventional security framework, there is either a RFID framework or a secret key based framework or a biometric 

based framework (which could either be a unique mark based framework, retina scanner or voice acknowledgment framework), there is a 

more noteworthy opportunity to break such one phase security framework.  

     To enhance such frameworks, a multistage security framework comprising of microcontroller based grid keypad and GSM organize 

notwithstanding RFID innovation and unique mark module can be utilized. In this, check will likewise be included without which the 

framework doesn't give get to and a warning is sent to the approved individual.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

     Danish Ali Chowdhry, Aqeel Hussain et.al describes that Proposed system has limitations that it is designed for the concerned people and 

it is valid for the confined area. Simple techniques are adopted to portray the idea of a smart system which is a need of many organizations 

these days from military, investigation to the intelligence. Latest processing techniques can be adopted to improve the reliability and 

complexity. It can also be modified for a large area.[1] 

      Anil K. Jain et.al describes thatAs biometric innovation develops, there will be an expanding connection among the market, technology, 

and the applications.This interaction will be influenced by the added value of the innovation, client acknowledgment, and the believability of 

the specialist organization. It is too soonto predict where and how biometric technologywould evolve and get embedded in which 

applications. Be that as it may, it is sure that biometric-based acknowledgment will affect the waywe conduct our daily business.[2] 

      Andrey Larchikov, Sergey Panasenko et.al describes that We proposed several ways to combine RFID-based physical access control 

systems with digital signature systems to increase their security, including improved digital signature calculation procedure that allows to 

prevent unauthorized calculation of a digital signature for a fraudulent document.[3] 

      PRERNA MEDHI et.al describes an answer for exceptionally secured and solid entryway bolt framework. The security framework in 

view ofRFID tag, matrix keypad, finger print and GSMtechnology has been successfully designed and executed. This framework can be 

utilized as a part of spots where high security is required. This securitysystem can be further economized.[4] 

     Ambavarapu Bhavana1, M. Jasmine2 et.al describes that a locker security system using FINGERPRINT, PASSWORD and GSM. It is a 

low cost, low in power conception, compact in size and standalone system. The microcontroller the passwords entered by console and got 

through cell phone. On the off chance that these passwords are correct the microcontroller provides necessary control signal to open the 

locker. Future work of this paper is person.[5] 

     Mary Lourde R et.al describes that The issue of selection of an optimal algorithm forfingerprint matching in order to design a system that 

matches the expectations in performance and accuracy is of great concern to designers. It is essential to first understandthe basic architecture 

of a biometric based security system and then proceed onto finding out how a typical fingerprint authentication system works.[6] 

     N. SUBASH REDDY et.al describes that The three level security approach applied on the above system, makes it highly secure along 

with being more user friendly. This system will definitely help thwarting Shoulder assault, Tempest assault and savage constrain assault at 

the customer side.3-Level Security framework isdefinitely a time consuming approach, as the user has to traverse through the three levelsof 

security, and should allude to his email-id for the one-time mechanized created secret word. Therefore, this system cannot be a suitable 

solution for general security purposes, where time multifaceted nature will be an issue. However, will be a help in zones where high security 

isthe main issue, and time complexity is secondary, as an example we can take the case of a firm where this framework will be available just 

to some higher assignment holding individuals, who require to store and maintain their crucial and confidential data secure. In near future not 

only we will add more features but also make our system customizable.[7] 

     Jr Hung Guo et.al describes that a multi-level based security system to be applied in intelligent home. The controller of the active and 

passive detection modules is HOLTEK microchip. We use weighted average algorithm and D-S evidence theory to enhance the detection 

accuracy, and implemented the proposed algorithms in the supervised computer. We use fire event to implement the function of the multi-

level based security system, and present experimental scenario on the experimental platform. The supervised computer makes double check 
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the event occurrence. In the future, we want to integrate more and more passive detection modules, and cooperate with the multiple team-

robot systems, and develop new user interface and remote supervised system to connect with the security system via Internet.[8] 

 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM AND DESCRIPTION:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Liquid crystal display  

    LCD is utilized as a part of a venture to imagine the yield of the application. We have utilized 16x2 LCD which demonstrates 16 segments 

and 2 lines. Thus, we can compose 16 characters in every line. In this way, add up to 32 characters we can show on 16x2 LCD. LCD can 

likewise use in a venture to check the yield of various modules interfaced with the microcontroller. Along these lines LCD assumes an 

essential part in a venture to see the yield and to investigate the framework module shrewd if there should be an occurrence of framework 

disappointment keeping in mind the end goal to amend the issue.  

 Keyboard  

    The keypad is additionally standard 4x4 which has 8 stick connector.The 4x4 keypad has the format like the table demonstrated as 

follows. BK is delete while entering the secret key. EN is enter and is utilized do empower/incapacitate menu thing or empower the 

framework.  

 

1 2 3 ˆ 

4 5 6 ˇ 

7 8 9 BK 

 0  EN 

 

    Consoles are the most broadly utilized info gadget of the 8051, and the fundamental comprehension of them is basic. At the most reduced 

level, consoles are organized in framework type of lines and sections. The CPU gets to both lines and segments through ports: in this way, 

with two 8-bit ports, a 8 X 8 grid of keys can be associated with microcontroller. At the point when a key is squeezed, a line and a segment 

reach: generally, there is no association between them.  
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 RS 232 

    PC as a rule can't specifically speak with peripherals that are accessible. The explanation for this is the distinction in their working 

rationale. PC by and large works in positive rationale. The microcontroller that really goes about as the fringe here works in negative 

rationale. It gets to be distinctly vital to change the rationale between them when they speak with each other. RS232 is critical for standard 

serial interfacing with PC where change of rationale is accomplished. PC speaks with peripherals through serial com1 or com2. H. This unit 

contains the product segments, for example, the server and security System through which the territory security can be controlled and 

observed.  

 DC Motors 

    DC engines are utilized to physically drive the application according to the prerequisite gave in programming. The dc engine deals with 

12v. To drive a dc engine, we require a dc engine driver called L293D. This dc engine driver is fit for driving 2 dc engines at once. So as to 

shield the dc engine from a back EMF created by the dc engine while altering the course of turn, the dc engine driver have an inward 

insurance suit. We can likewise give the back EMF insurance suit by associating 4 diode arrangements over every dc engine.  

 RFID Reader 

    RFID per user is interfaced with the microcontroller. RFID peruse deals with Wigand convention and transmit the remote flag at 125 KHz. 

RFID peruse have two information line i.e. DATA0 and DATA1. Both the line is dynamic low and is associated at the outside interfere with 

pins (INT0, INT1) of the microcontroller. rationale 1 is transmitted on DATA1 line and rationale 0 is transmitted on DATA0 line. Interfaced 

RFID per user consistently transmits the electromagnetic field crosswise over it. The range is max of 10cm. at the point when the RFID 

label/card draws near this range; the RFID card gets fuelled up and gives their 26 bit ID information to the RFID per user.  

 Finger Print Scanner 

This unit is the heart of the total framework. This Unit is utilized for filtering the Fingers of the distinctive Users. Optical unique finger 

impression scanners give vigorous unique mark examining, scratch resistance, long life and no impact of electrostatic current. They are 

appropriate for extensive scale utilize and bolster a large number of sweeps every day. Bolster for chip based sensors is additionally 

accessible if required. Unique finger impression module is interfaced with the microcontroller. This module is utilized to recognize the 

fingerprints of person. The unique finger impression module utilizes a sensor which recognizes the human finger and stores the information 

as 32 bit information outline. Figure print module is interfaced with the microcontroller by means of rs232 standard. The figure print module 

can be charged by microcontroller utilizing its standard summons. Utilizing these standard figure print module summons we can enrol the 

client, check (think about) and erase the client from this module.  

 Iris Scanner and Recognition 

    Iris Recognition is a strategy for biometric verification that utilizations design acknowledgment systems based on high-resolution images 

of the irises of an individual's eyes. Iris recognition has been the most authentic and reliable security device used in the access control 

security system. Iris scanner is used for physical security as it inspects far better than other iris recognition gadgets. Iris scanner will take an 

advanced photograph of the iris of a man which can't be changed or manipulated with ease. The access control iris scanner will take the 

photograph of the iris of a man utilizing infra-red beams which are less or no unsafe to the most delicate organ of a human body. Once the 

digital photograph is taken, the iris scanner compares it with the recorded iris proof of a particular person to grant access. 

    The human iris is a thin circular structure in the eyes which is responsible for controlling the diameter and size of the pupils. It also 

controls the measure of light which is permitted through to retinal with a specific end goal to secure the eye's retina. Iris colour is also a 

variable different to each person depending upon their genes. Iris colour will decide eye colour for each individual. There are several colours 

for iris such as: brown (most popular colour for the iris), green, blue, grey, hazel (the combination of brown, green and gold), violet, pink (in 

truly uncommon cases). The iris likewise has its own particular examples from eye to eye and person to person, this will make up to 

uniqueness for each individual. 

    Iris acknowledgment frameworks will examine the iris in various ways. It will examine more than 200 focuses of the iris including: rings, 

furrows, freckles, the corona and others characteristics. After recording information from every person, it will spare the data in a database for 

future use in comparing it every time a user want to access the system. Iris recognition security systems are considered as one of the most 

accurate security systems nowadays. It is unique and easy to identify a user. Even though the requires establishment hardware and costly 

charges, it is still the least demanding and quickest strategy to identify a user. 

 

Algorithm 

 Start 

 Scan the RFID card 

  RFID scan match? If Yes then go to step 4, 

 Otherwise  go to step 2 

 Gate 1 is open 

 Vehicle is passed through the gate ? 

 If Yes then go to step 6, otherwise go to step 4 

 Gate 1 closed 

 Enter the password & scan the fingerprint 

 Enter the password& scan the fingerprint match ? 

 If Yes then go to step 9, otherwise go to step 7 

 Gate 2 is open 

  Person is enter in the gate ? 

 If Yes then go to step 11 ,Otherwise  go to step 9 

 Gate 2 is closed 

 Scan the Iris 

   Iris scan matched ? 

 If Yes then go to step 14 , otherwise go to step 12 

 Gate 3 is open 

http://www.biometricsystem.in/iris-scanner.html
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 Person is enter to the gate ? 

 If Yes then go to step 16 , Otherwise  go to step 14 

 Gate 3 is closed 

 

Flowchart 

 
 

 
 

Result 
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CONCLUSION 

     In this project, we provide a solution for highly secured and reliable door lock system. The security system based on RFID tag, matrix 

keypad, and fingerprint and Iris technology has been successfully designed and implemented. 

     This system can be used in places where high security is required. This security system can be further economized. 
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